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AkuRy Information Chip Description

AMA

Attention Mindfulness Alertness
Alertness, attentive concentration, increased readiness and
responsiveness.

Ancestral Force

Ancestral Force
The chip contains frequencies that contribute on the energetic level to the
recognition of the power of our ancestors and develop it positively

AUA

These frequencies can help to alleviate or dissolve the physical or mental
wounds caused by painful disturbed flow of energy.

AUS

Ausietlung - “Excretion”
Heavy metals and environmental toxin removal

AUT

(Austausch) - “Connection”
Expands the focus of attention, promotes the connection to the person
themselves and improves the establishment of social contacts.

Back to Life

Back to Life
The chip contains frequencies that provide support to return to normal life
after a serious illness or traumatic event (the loss of a person or an
accident).

Basic Trust

Basic Trust
Sense of basic trust, motherly love, peaceful acceptance, warmness of
heart and sense of being desirable and welcome.

CAT

Catalyst
Activation, regulation and harmonization of the chakras and balancing of
the polarities. Is used most commonly in combination with other Information
Chips.

COM

Completion
The healthy human being on all levels; all bodies and functions are
harmonized and work perfectly with each other.

CON

Concentration
These frequencies support the performance of memory.

CPP

Cell Purification
Frequency patterns that create a field on the energetic level for cell
cleansing
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Dedication

Dedication
In the event of an illness or serious crisis, it is sensible to let go and give in
to the situation. This chip contains frequencies that support this process on
the ethereal plane..

DRS

Deep Restful Sleep
The body comes to rest, deep relaxation, a feeling of “being safe and
protected” sets in and promotes deep and relaxing sleep

Duett

EMG
Protects from Electromagnetic Frequencies with or without a session. Can
be attached to phone battery after a session to further stabilize the client.

DOP

Dopamine
currently still in testing but available to explore how to support the complex
functions of this major neurotransmitter commonly related to motivation and
pleasure/satisfaction.

EMO

Emotions
Subliminal and non-conscious emotions can come to the surface to be
processed and resolved.

FA

Fast Adaptability
Performs a rapid adaptation to the surrounding environment following the
principle of the chameleon. The person’s own area remains protected
thanks to a type of neoprene membrane .

Fearless

Fearless
On the energetic level, the chip gives the body an impulse to recognize the
cause of anxiety and overcome it. The chip should only be used and
passed on to their patients by experienced therapists.

FEH

Five Elements Harmonization
Following the resonance principle, disharmonies in the five elements of the
human organism are balanced and are brought into harmony .

FIF

Follow Your Intuitive Flair
The chip contains frequencies that promote trust in the intuitive instincts.

GABA

Acts supportive on the energetic level to the formation of GABA, a major
inhibitory neurotransmitter of the central nervous system.

Healthy Rhythm

Healthy Rhythm
These frequencies restore balance to the body’s rhythms (cardiac
rhythm,breathing rhythm and the biorhythm) on the energetic level.
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HON

Honesty
“Being honest with yourself” leads to self-knowledge and contributes on the
emotional level to the stabilization of health .

JTR

Jaws and Teeth Regeneration
The chip contains frequencies that help on an energetic level in the
regeneration of the jawbone and teeth .

Keep Cool

Keep Cool
Contains frequencies that contribute to remaining calm and relaxed in
difficult situations so as to be able to make clear decisions .

Keep Healthy

Contains frequencies that help to activate self-healing powers to facilitate
recovery and to preserve health.

KSB

Kinetic System in Balance
The complete kinetic system (the mechanism of motion) is harmonized and
stabilized .

LEA

Life Energy Activator
The cellular environment, the hormone axis and the organ functions,
glandular functions, brain and nerve functions are optimized .

LIFE

Find Your Life Purpose and Path
These frequencies energetically support the search for a life vocation and
the journey through life.

LS

Lymphatic System
New on list. Description will be available soon.

MEM

Memory Performance
These frequencies support the performance of memory.

MIG

Mild and Gentle:
The chip contains frequencies that support relaxation in the throat and neck
area on an energetic level .

MiReg

Mitochondria Regeneration
The chip supports the cleansing and activation of the mitochondria on the
energetic level .

MSN

Neuronal Synchronization
The chip contains frequencies for the synchronization of neurons.

NaPo

Natural Power
These frequency patterns help in recognizing and using the positive forces
in Nature.

NEU

Can support one to take the position of the neutral observer.
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NHN

Nerves, Hormone, Neurotransmitter
The chip contains frequencies for the regeneration of the nerves. On the
energetic level, the permeability of the nerve fibre system and the optimal
transmission of information are supported by neurotransmitters and
hormones.

NOW

Normal Weight
By using targeted impulses, the self-regulatory mechanisms are activated
and harmonized on all levels so that, among other things, repressed
emotional deficiencies can be recognized and do not need to be
compensated for by food .

O²

Oxygen Balance
The chip helps in the balance of open and hidden oxygen deficiency as well
as in oxidative stress .

OCH

Optimal Cell Hydration
Contains frequency patterns that form a field on the energetic level for
optimum cell hydration .

OM

Optimal Metabolism
These frequencies bring all the metabolic functions into equilibrium on all
energetic levels .

OSF

Optimal Skin Function
The skin receives optimal support in its wide range of functions.

OTO

Oxytocin Pattern
This chip creates an oxytocin-like resonance pattern.

PAR

Parasites
This frequency pattern promotes a parasite-free milieu on the energetic
level.

PEP

Optimal Performance
For more vim and vigour throughout the day.

POT

Positive Thinking
The chip contains frequencies that promote positive thinking, particularly in
times of crisis and illness.

PREVENTION

This is a test chip which may indicate Neoplasms.

RAC

Rapid Acclimatization
Similar to the action of the FA Chip, helps the impulse to adapt quickly to
changing environmental factors on the physical level (e.g. sensitivity to
weather changes, cold and heat sensitivity).
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RBB

Recharge the body batteries
This chip contains frequencies that bring the subtle body into equilibrium
and recharge it energetically.

Resistant

Resistant
An allergy is an excessive defence reaction of the immune system against
specific and typically harmless environmental substances. On the energetic
level, the chip gives the body an impulse to reconstitute and maintain the
immune system and develop a resistance against allergens.

ROA

Rid of Addiction
These frequencies energetically support the release from addictions and
dependencies.

SEE

See Clarity
The chip improves and refines vision on the mental level and supports
clarity in recognition and visualization.

SEN

Harmonize all Senses
These frequencies support all the senses (including the sixth and seventh
senses), so that they are able to be 100% present, functioning
harmoniously and optimally with each other.

SERC

Self-Esteem, Self-Respect, Self-Confidence
These frequencies strengthen self-confidence and promote self- respect
and self-worth .

SIR

Strong Immune System Regeneration
The chip gives the body an impulse on the energetic level to restore and/or
maintain an intact immune system .

TA

Thinking Advantage
The chip improves, optimizes and reactivates the neuronal networking of
individual areas of the brain. This can lead to a noticeable sharpening in the
clarity and alertness of your thinking.

TC

Therapist-Chip
Neutrality, protection from negative influences and external energies.

Toxins

Toxins
In connection with the AUS (Excretion) chip,5Toxins supports on the
energetic level the removal of organic toxins that are released into the body
by bacteria or fungi as metabolites or through natural toxic substances that
enter the body in the form of foodstuffs and affect the body.

WHY?

Could contribute to the inner distance and allow one to recognize and
understand the causes of and lessons about the current difficult situation.
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Neurotransmitter Set

- all thirteen chips sold together for the best price.
- however, they are also available individually at the regular retail price.

The AkuRy neurotransmitter information chips should support the optimum dissemination of information
by neurotransmitters and hormones on the subtle level in the human body and promote the interaction of
the neurotransmitters with each other.
ACE

Acetylcholine is the most important neurotransmitter in the peripheral nervous
system. The messenger substance mediates the transmission of nerve impulses to
muscles. In addition, acetylcholine plays a major role in the autonomic nervous
system, respiratory, heart and metabolic control.

ADR

Adrenaline, a stress hormone, is formed in the adrenal medulla and secreted in
physical/mental stress. Its main function is the adaptation of the cardiovascular
system and the metabolism of stress-related charges. With adrenaline, our system
is “booted”. Alarm! Danger! Energy demand! Flight or fight! Fat and sugar are
provided, increases the blood pressure.

COR

Cortisol is one of the biochemical messengers (hormones) and is formed in the
adrenal cortex. The spectrum of activity of this hormone is very diverse. Among
others, Cortisol is involved in the regulation of growth and in numerous metabolic
processes such as lipid metabolism, the protein turnover and the carbohydrate
metabolism.

DHEA

DHEA (dehydroepiandrosterone) is the hormonal fountain of youth in us. It is the
precursor of many hormones in the body and therefore is considered the “mother of
all hormones”. It occurs in both men and women. In “Burnout”, it is of relevance
that DHEA is an opponent of cortisol. It turns the body back on austerity. Other
effects: anti-oxidation, anti-free radical, anti-inflammatory, important in immune
response.

DOP

Dopamine also works against fatigue and tiredness. It is the precursor of
norepinephrine and epinephrine and therefore one of the most important
neurotransmitters (chemical messengers) in the central nervous system.

GABA

GABA (gamma-aminobutyric acid) is a protein compound formed in the body
(Amin) of glutamic acid and the effect of her most important inhibitory (inhibitory)
neurotransmitter in the nervous system. Among the neurotransmitters, GABA
belongs to the “Brake System”. We need GABA to “to calm down” again.

GLU

Glutamate is a salt of glutamic acid, which occurs naturally in the human body, and
is not only part of proteins, but also has an important function as a messenger
(neurotransmitter) for the central nervous system.

HIS

Histamine is a biogenic amine, it belongs to the category of so-called tissue
hormones. The substance plays a central role in many physiological and
pathophysiological processes, and is, among others, an important mediator in
inflammation.
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MEL

Melatonin is a hormone that regulates sleep. It sets the pace for our hormonal
cycles. Lack of melatonin results in lassitude and lethargy and sleep disorders
occurring in “burnout”.

NHN

Nerves, hormones, neurotransmitters: This chip contains frequencies for the
regeneration of nerves. On an energetic level, the permeability of the nerve fiber
system and the optimum dissemination of information by neurotransmitters and
hormones are supported.

NORA

Noradrenaline is an important activating neurotransmitter of the central autonomic
nervous system (sympathetic). Cardiovascular, respiratory, metabolic and
gastrointestinal functions are controlled by the autonomic nervous system. This
also explains why some people with stomach and intestinal problems respond to
stress. (Dyspepsia, irritable bowel syndrome).

PEA

PEA (Phenetyhylamine) was detected in plants (cocoa beans) and it also occurs in
our body. It is as a parent substance of many hallucinogens, which are linked to the
appearance of pleasure and happiness sensation. This happiness messenger is
often cited because it is also contained in chocolate.

SER

Serotonin is known as the body’s own antidepressant (happiness hormone). It is a
soothing, relaxing and strongly mood-lifting neurotransmitter. It is sleep inducing,
antidepressant, pain relieving and motivating. In addition, serotonin positively
influenced the saturation feeling and thus acts appetite-regulating.
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These AkuRy Information “Frequency” Chips are a quality product from Germany
endorsed by Dr. Charles Krebs creator of the Learning Enhancement Achievement
Program. He utilizes several of these chips in his practice to speed his LEAP Brain
Integration and Environmental Factors protocols.
These information chips are able to instantly de-compensate numerous levels of
stress to allow a kinesiology or other complementary health practitioner to better
target issues and more quickly provide deep rebalancing.
Many therapists, physicians and complementary practitioners use a complete set of
information chips by this manufacturer for rapid assessment and to assist in
treatment. Additionally, the chips have a tremendous supportive effect and many
users either sell chips to their clients or provide them for a rental fee to be utilized to
support the results of a therapy session. They also work wonderfully well outside of
a formal treatment session.
The creator of the chip states: “The chips act only by activation (for example: 10-15
seconds in your hand or place it on a specific place on the body intuitively). The
operation of the chips is similar to a CD. If you simply look at a CD, you cannot see
anything however there is information stored on it. Only once installed into a player
does this information become audible or visible. In our case, the player is our body.
The chips operate on the principle of resonance – our body only processes the
frequencies it needs. Overcharging will not occur.
Each therapist develops his own method to work with these information chips. They
are universally recognized at bringing stability into body-work or counselling
sessions. This stability continues over weeks or even months after treatment.
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